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Universal Basic Education Commission (UBEC)


Three grantee annual reports from 2016 and one from 2017.
Home Grown School Feeding (HGSF)


One grantee annual report from 2016 and one from 2017.
Electricity


Benin Electricity Distribution Company. 2016. FiT to Grow...


Socio-Economic Rights and Accountability Project (SERAP). 2017. *From Darkness to Darkness; How Nigerians are Paying the Price for Corruption in the Electricity Sector.*


Two grantee annual reports from 2016 and three from 2017.
Criminal Justice


Obiagwu, C. E. 2017. *ACJA Innovations Email* - *LEDAP*.


One grantee annual report from 2016, three grantee annual reports from 2017, and one training manual from 2015.
Media and Journalism


NSIO. 2018. *NSIO Programmes Recording Successes.* NSIO.


Eight grantee annual reports from 2017.
Strategy


Adewale, T. 2018. *SERAP latest intervention on access to safe drinking water & impact. SERAP email.*


Africa Confidential. 2018. *All about votes and the naira – Article – Africa Confidential.*


Kazeem, Y. 2017. *Nigeria’s economy has been in recession for the fifth consecutive quarter* — *Quartz.* Retrieved June 27, 2018, from https://qz.com/989805/nigerias-economy-has-been-in-recession-for-the-fifth-consecutive-quarter/


Musa, A. 2018. Improving the Use of Recovered Assets in Nigeria. CISLAC.


Two grantees annual reports from 2016, three grantees annual reports from 2017, and two contractor notes from 2017 and 2018, respectively.